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Abstract: In an automated systems environment is very important to predicted failures or unexpected
situations to achieve system reliability. Failure of such systems can cause serious property damage, the
environment, damage to human health or cause death. The essential task is to determine the tolerable
and acceptable risk. The required level of risk for safety-critical systems can be achieved by using
international technical standards and applying safety functions. Safety functions are implemented
using an electrical/electronic/programmable electronics (E/E/PE) safety-related system. Technical
standards offer the aspect of balancing risk tolerability according to the relevant, reliable safety
functions. Based on the specific architecture of the whole system, it is possible to determine the
maximum failure rate of the probability of failure on demand (PFDSYS) of the selected architecture.
Subsequent application of reliability analysis using the event tree analysis (ETA) and fault tree
analysis (FTA) methods can optimize the failure rate of the entire system. Application of reliability
analysis using event tree analysis (ETA) and fault tree analysis (FTA) methods can only theoretically
optimize the failure rate of the entire system with constant initial conditions and constant parameters
of the reliability functions. The article proposes a new methodology for dynamic analysis of the
state of system reliability as a function of the system operation time, maintenance frequency and
system architecture. As a result of the methodology is a library of standard element architectures
and simulation models which allows predicting and optimizing the reliability of E/E/PE safety-
related systems.
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1. Introduction

Any technical system has no zero faults, no one makes zero-point errors, and in any
part of the software design, it is not possible to predict all the operational possibilities
of the error. Therefore, the concept of zero risks in a technical system is not achievable
nowadays [1]. However, general risk perception, especially as a result of a larger accident,
often contributes to perceiving the notion of ideally zero risks. In general, most people
understand that this is not possible [2].

Automated safety-critical systems that are used in different industries are character-
ized by the fact that any unforeseen situation or failure in functionality can cause significant
financial losses, loss of life or environmental pollution [3]. In terms of running modern com-
puter safety-critical systems, most unexpected situations or failures are due to abnormal
software work [4,5]. Enhanced software functionality, the speed of the spread of alarm [6]
and the degree of responsibility for safety-critical systems is reflected in the need for a
high-quality design and safety of software safety.

Therefore, the concept of defining and accepting acceptable risk for some specific
activities is predominant [7]. The actual risk level that is considered tolerable will vary
depending on many factors such as the degree of human control over the circumstances, the
voluntary or involuntary nature of the risk, the number of people at risk in an individual
case. This partly explains why the household remains at one of the highest positions in
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the daily human risk table because we have control over what we have decided to do, and
therefore we are willing to tolerate the risks.

Safety technologies have been developed to address the level of target-risk and to
assess whether the proposed projects meet these objectives, whether they are technological
devices, transport systems, medical equipment or any other application.

The development of hazardous industrial process management systems has been
conducted in line with international technical standards (mainly IEC 61508 and IEC 61511).
These standards describe the life cycle stages of safety-critical systems and also describe
the required level of risk. The safety-related systems contain various elements such as
devices, hardware or software. They may comprise a separate device or may be part of
other devices that perform safety functions. These safety functions need to be applied to
achieve the required level of safety. Any failure of safety function significantly affects the
possibility of a threat to humans or the environment. Different safety-related system types
require different solutions. The correct response to the input signals and fulfillment of the
set requirements ensure the proper functioning of the system. Ensuring functional safety
requires the engagement of all specified safety functions. An example of a safety system
may be an overheat protection device. That device uses a temperature sensor on the motor
coil, which disconnects the engine power before it can overheat. However, the presence of
special packaging as high-temperature protection is not associated with functional safety
(although it is generally related to safety and can prevent the same dangerous situation).

The following chapters address the design or analysis of control systems that perform a
critical function. This function guarantees the required level of safety, which corresponds to
technical standards. In the design algorithm, it is an important task to determine the degree
of risk. This level can be assigned to a specific safety level according to the requirements of
the standards. Fault tree and event tree analysis allow the determination of critical fault
paths. The proposed logic control scheme represents the investigated technological process.
The required level of safety must be ensured throughout the life cycle of this process. The
possible set of goals should be achieved by implementing elements of safety functions. The
elements are divided into a high-demand or low-demand mode operation. The reliability
of high-demand elements is influenced by choice of the frequency of demand.

2. Definition of Safety-Critical Function

Safety features are features implemented with electrical/electronic/programmable
electronics (E/E/PE) by a safety-related system. The safety system is based on technologies
or external risk mitigation devices designed to achieve a safety status or to support the
safety of the equipment under control (EUC) concerning a particularly hazardous situation.

The development of safety-critical software is based on international standards. How-
ever, their use leads to multiple delays in software development time and software, as
opposed to the development of software not intended for critical safety systems. The
software development of safety-critical systems is primarily reflected in financial costs,
lengthening the time needed to develop and implement the end product. In addition to
the aforementioned problems associated with developing and deploying safety-critical
software, the core issues associated with software development organizations include [8]:

• The need to deploy software within a specified time by customers or competitors on the
market considerably increases the risk of software failures. Especially errors associated
with the program that were not discovered in the development or testing process;

• The development of safety-critical systems is typically the nature of classified infor-
mation, and therefore, there is no possibility of reusing scientific and technological
potential in similar sectors in practice;

• Insufficient qualification of specialists involved in the development of safety-critical systems.

Ensuring the necessary level of reliability and safety while minimizing financial and
time losses of safety-critical systems require a special approach to software development,
testing, and operation. The meaning of “safety-critical” generally refers to concepts such as
nuclear power plants, oil refineries, aviation, and other safety applications, with emphasis
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on a high safety, where the loss of safety can cause death, injury or large financial loss.
However, it is possible to use an expression in other types of applications, where failure
can cause not only injury or death but also a natural disaster.

The aim is to ensure that the residual risk—the likelihood of a dangerous event that
arises even with safety features—is less or equal to the permissible risk. Figure 1 shows
that it is effective where the risk associated with the managed equipment is reduced to
permissible risk using the “necessary risk mitigation” strategy. A risk reduction can be
achieved by combining elements such as dependence only on safety systems and may also
include organizational measures. EUC risk is the risk that exists within the control system
and defines specific dangerous situations. To determine the level of risk, in this case, no
safety functions are taken into account. Tolerable risk is a risk that is tolerable following
the definition of current values. Residual risk—the risk that exists within the control
system, but the addition of E/E/PE safety systems and other risk reduction measures is
also considered.
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The method for determining the probability of failure of a safety function for PES
(programmable electronic systems) associated with safety operating in high demand or
continuous request mode is the same as the calculation method for low demand operation.
Except that the average probability of failure on request of the probability of failure on
demand (PFDSYS is replaced by the average frequency of the perilous failure per hour of
PFHSYS. The general probability of a PFHSYS PES is determined by calculating the severity
of the hazardous failures for all subsystems whose set assures the safety function and the
resulting sum of the values obtained. Because the probability is small, then the relationship
is used [9]:

PFHSYS = PFHS + PFHL + PFHFE (1)

where PFHSYS is the average frequency of the dangerous failure for the safety function of
the safety-related PES, PFHS is the average value of the dangerous failure for the sensor
subsystem, PFHL is the average value of the dangerous failure for the actuator subsystems
and PFHFE is average dangerous failure value for subsystem end elements.

ETA and FTA

The analysis of dangerous situations and risks is one of the phases of the safety life
cycle. The assessment of adverse events follows from the concept of the development of the
EUC controlled device and its control system. The assessment of risks or adverse events
influences the adoption of different measures based on the frequency of the event and the
consequent severity of the event. Many analytical methods are used to analyze hazards
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and risks. These methods include the techniques fault tree analysis (FTA) and event tree
analysis (ETA) [10,11].

FTA is a fault tree analysis. The method is used to identify the probable occurrence of
an event that may lead to an adverse event. Events are determined deductively, based on
the peak event and looking for the causes that could have caused this event. A tree diagram
is used to represent the causes, which shows the structure of the identified events about
the fault events. The tree diagram can be used to identify potential causes and failures
for qualitative analysis. Quantitative analysis allows you to calculate the probability of
occurrence of a peak event based on the partial probabilities of the event [12,13].

ETA is an event tree analysis. The analytical technique used for general reliability
assessment. The course of the process and the events that can lead to a possible accident are
evaluated. Based on the analysis, equipment failures or errors are specified. The adverse
event is the basic starting point. Subsequently, all system responses that may lead to a
failure are taken into account. The aim is to evaluate measures, e.g., safety features that
are effective in reducing side effects. The method can be used as a complementary FTA
method to determine the consequences of an adverse event [13,14].

3. Architectures for High-Demand or Low-Demand Mode
3.1. Architecture 1oo1

This architecture 1oo1 (1 out of 1) consists of a single channel. If any of the individual
elements in the circuit fails, then the entire system stops working [15]. The following
formulas are used to calculate the intensity of failure:

λD = λDU + λDD (2)

tCE =
λDU
λD

(
T1

2
+ MRT

)
+

λDD
λD

MTTR (3)

λDU = λD(1 − DC); λDD = λDDC (4)

where λD is the dangerous failure rate (per hour) of a channel in a subsystem, λDU is
the undetected dangerous failure rate (per hour) of a channel in a subsystem, λDD is the
detected dangerous failure rate (per hour) of a channel in a subsystem, tCE is the channel
equivalent mean downtime (hour) for 1oo1 and 1oo2 architectures, MRT is the mean repair
time (hour), MTTR is the mean time to restoration (hour), DC is the diagnostic coverage.

If it can be assumed that a safety-related system detects any failure in a safe state, then
for the 1oo1 architecture:

PFHG = λDU (5)

where PFHG is the average frequency of dangerous failure for the group of voted channels.

3.2. Architecture 1oo2

Full 1oo2 (1 out of 2) architecture consists of two channels. If one of two in the circuit
fails, then the redundant logic solvers can execute the safety function individually. The tCE
value is calculated according to Equation (3). If the safety system is assumed to bring the
output unit system to a safe state immediately upon detection of a failure in both channels
and a conservative approach is used, then the following relationship is used:

PFHG = 2((1 − βD)λDD + (1 − β)λDU)(1 − β)λDU tCE + βλDU (6)

where β is the fraction of undetected failures that have a common cause.
Formulas for calculating static reliability are written in the standard 61508-6 for every

architecture. In the article, Equations (2)–(6) are given as a result of replacing the constant
variable T (time) in the formulas for calculating the intensity of failures for derivation
dt/t. Thus, Equations (2)–(6) determine the change in the reliability of the control system
during operation.
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Table 1 lists the basic formulas for specific system-wide architectures. At the constant
value of the proof test interval (T1) parameter, it is possible to determine the maximum
failure rate of the PFDG of the selected architecture. For a variable parameter, it is possi-
ble to calculate the instantaneous failure rate at a time when T1 is less than the control
interval [16].

Table 1. Basic formulas for specific architectures.

Architecture Formulas for Specific Architectures of the Whole System

1oo1

T1 = var
Low demand
PFDG(t) =

λDU
2
∫ T1

0 dtCE + λDU
2 MRT + λDD MTTR

High demand
PFHG(t) = const = λDU

1oo2

T1 = var
PFDG(t) =

2((1 − βD)λDD + (1 − β)λDU)2
(

λDU
6λD

(∫ T1
0 dtCE + MRT

)
+ λDD

λD
MTTR

)2
+

+β λDU
2

(∫ T1
0 dtCE + MRT

)
+ βDλDD MTTR

There are known methods that are used to analyze the risks and hazards of computer-
controlled systems and technological processes. The choice of a particular method depends
on the experience of system designers and analysts and the amount of information about
the reliability of system components and the quality of this data. At the same time, standard
61508 allows both the use of statistical data, which are the result of testing of components
offered by the manufacturer and data which have been obtained during previous use. The
actual use of the fault tree and event tree is described in the next chapter.

4. Description of the Technological Process

As an object for analysis, we will use the winding dryer as an element of the technolog-
ical process of production of clutch lining for the automotive industry. The basic element
of the liner is the cord rope, which, when soaked in a flammable solvent, passes through a
winding dryer. The drying process produces a combustible gas, which can cause an explo-
sion if the parameters of the technological processes are not met. Controlled parameters are
the heating temperature and the concentration of combustible gas. When the temperature
exceeds the maximum set temperature, then arises the danger of explosion. The control
system receives information on exceeding the set level temperature. The system starts
a program to implement the safety function of the technological process. A measuring
system, an operator, protection system with architecture 1oo2 for controlling fans and
valves for removing hazardous gas are involved in the implementation. The level of risk of
an explosion is determined by the reliability of the control system, which is implemented by
architecture 1oo2. The article provides, as an example, a model for simulating the change
in reliability over time during the operation of a technological process.

The winding dryer (Figure 2) on the right side has a gas warning device that forms
an infrared gas transducer and a sampling system. Signal evaluation and eventual alarm
reporting are performed in the central switch box. The concentration of solvents in the
dryer is measured in an infrared gas transducer before the concentration exceeds the limit
value, which is 35% lower explosive limit (LEL) through the throttle valve, the volume
of exhaust air is increased, and an alarm is triggered on the gas warning system. At a
concentration higher than 25% of the LEL, the heating of the circulating air is switched off,
and the drive motor reels and a warning signal is turned on. Individual gas samples are
obtained from the utility space and subsequently pumped into the dryer.
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Figure 2. Winding dryer.

Circulating air is cooled in copper conduit to the ambient temperature, where the
volume flow is monitored through the flowmeter. If the bulk flow of gas in the analytical
instrument is not large enough, then the heating is switched off.

The winding dryer is equipped with one V1 exhaust air fan and one V2 circulating
air fan in Figure 3. With the position of the fresh air flaps K1 and the heating air K2, it is
possible to regulate the temperature of the circulating air while the exhaust air flap K3
is regulated based on the concentration of solvents in the interior of the furnace. If it is
necessary to remove it during the emergency or the flue gas flushing directly from the
production hall, the flushing flap K4 is used.
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Automatic programmable devices from Siemens type S7-300 are used to control au-
tomatic operation and to implement safety-critical functions. Communication with the
Micromaster frequency inverter, which delivers the technological air to the reel dryer, runs
through the Profibus interface. Operation of this control is performed via the touch panel,
which communicates with the processor via multipoint interface (MPI). The circulating air
temperature in the furnace is measured in the volume flow of the circulating air through a
temperature sensor (TICA). If the maximum temperature is exceeded, the safety tempera-
ture limiter is activated. The redundancy of the gas concentration in the air is ensured by
implementing the reliability architecture 1oo2 connected to the explosive gas concentration
measuring systems (QICA1, QICA2) measuring systems.
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5. Results
5.1. Applying Reliability Analysis of PES Management Using the ETA Method

Figure 4 shows simple calculations for an example event tree for completely indepen-
dent branches. Exceeding temperatures can trigger 7 different types of emergency events.
The analysis shows that there is an explosion in the case of dangerous events 4 and 7. With
the proposed level of safety, the probability of explosion is 1.9 × 10−4, which corresponds to
the safety integrity level of SIL1 [17]. In the case of this technological process, the next layer
of protection is the outer enclosure itself, which protects personnel in case of an explosion.
Each subsequent protective layer increases the level of safety integrity. Therefore, in the
case of a winding dryer, the final level of safety integrity is SIL2, which is sufficient for this
technological process. For SIL2, the probability of large economic losses and/or lifetime
losses is in the range of 10−7 to 10−6 per hour.
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The fault tree (Figure 4) of the operation of the technological process control system
allows tracing the possible variants of the propagation of errors in the functioning of
the control system. Each variant of error propagation ends with a description of the
consequences of an accident and numerical value. This value represents the probability of
accident occurrence with a specific description. The probability of error is described by
the frequency of occurrence of the error in one year. The frequency of accidents per year is
determined by the product of the error rates along the path of propagation of events.

For example, the maximum probability of a gas explosion (Figure 4, the lower branch
of error propagation) is determined by the frequency:

λexp = λte × λc f × λ1 f × λ2 f = 10−1 × 10−1 × 10−1 × 10−1 = 10−4(1/year) (7)

where λexp is the frequency of probability of explosion in case of failure of safety-critical
functions, λte is the input event that starts a safety-critical function, λc f is the signaling
failure frequency, λ1 f ,2 f is the probability of failure of the signaling system.

5.2. Applying Reliability Analysis of PES Management Using the FTA Method

The tree of failure method is a hardware malfunction evaluation method that repre-
sents a logical approach to identifying the failure of individual components along with
general system failure [18–20]. The fault tree represents the logical structure of the system,
but this model does not consider the aspect of system behavior over time. The fault tree
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uses a deductive method of analyzing events from the top level to the failure of individual
components. Figure 5 shows a troubleshooter of a winding dryer control system that
consists of elements operating sequentially and connected by the OR operator or elements
operating in parallel and thus connected by the AND operator. The tree diagram of failures
shows how the failure of individual elements in a certain sequence can lead to system
failure in the case of an exploded technological process. Elements of the tree (Figure 5) V1,
V2, . . . , K3, represented by rectangles, simulate the binary logical state (Ok, fault) of the
elements of the functional diagram of the control system (Figure 3). The presented diagram
allows you to check the logic of the process protection system.
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Figure 5. Event tree.

5.3. Design of a Mathematical Model of a Dynamic Tree of Failures

As mentioned above, the fault tree model does not take into account the temporal
aspect of system behavior. Computational formulas in the standard are listed for the device
check, where T1 is constant. Therefore, a dynamic mathematical model is proposed in
which the failure interval is represented by the function

∫ T1
0 dt. Figure 6 shows the design

of the 1oo1 architecture model for the calculation of the instantaneous failure rate in the
Simulink environment of the Matlab software. The given architecture assumes the use of
one channel, and any dangerous failure leads to a breach of the safety function when a
request for its execution arises. Subsequently, according to the calculations, it is possible to
take into account the time parameter and its impact on the overall failure of the system.
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Figure 7 shows the design of a 1oo2 architecture model for the calculation of the instan-
taneous failure rate in the Simulink environment of the Matlab software. The architecture is
represented by two channels connected in parallel so that any of the channels can perform
a safety function. Thus, dangerous failures in both channels must occur due to a breach of
the safety function. It is assumed that any diagnostic testing only informs about the faults
found and cannot change either the output states of the channels or the result of the voting.
In this case, it is also possible to take into account the time parameter and its impact on the
overall system failure based on the calculations. Figure 8 shows the logical structure of the
control system.
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Each model component has its configuration form in which it is necessary to enter
the relevant input parameters according to the calculation formulas. The contents of all
parameters of each component are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters for component modeling.

Parameter Architecture T1 (h) Delay T1 Ld MRT(h) MTTR DC (%) β (%) βd

TICA 1oo1 4380 0 2.5 × 10−6 8 8 90 - -
M1 1oo1 8760 0 0.5 × 10−6 8 8 60 - -
K1 1oo1 17,520 0 0.5 × 10−5 8 8 0 - -
V1 1oo1 8760 0 0.5 × 10−5 8 8 60 - -
M2 1oo1 8760 2190 0.5 × 10−6 8 8 60 - -
K2 1oo1 17,520 4380 0.5 × 10−6 8 8 0 - -

QICA1,2 1oo2 4380 1100 0.5 × 10−6 8 8 90 10 5
M4 1oo1 8760 4380 0.5 × 10−6 8 8 60 - -
K4 1oo1 17,520 8760 0.5 × 10−5 8 8 0 - -
V2 1oo1 8760 4380 0.5 × 10−5 8 8 60 - -
M3 1oo1 8760 6570 0.5 × 10−6 8 8 60 - -
K3 1oo1 17,520 10,950 0.5 × 10−6 8 8 0 - -

Operator - 4380 0 2.5 × 10−6 8 8 0 - -

Figure 9 shows the configuration form for the simulation models of the 1oo1 and
1oo2 architectures.
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Table 2 lists numeric parameter values for each component model. The described
process with protective layers is represented as an example of the use of the safety of
operation. Therefore, the values in the table represent only the test parameters selected
based on the estimates from tables given in IEC 61508-6. The value of T1 represents the
time interval between tests (hours). Determination of the shift parameter T1 (delay T1) is
determined by the time shift that occurs between the commissioning time and the first test
time. By changing the shift parameter for individual components, it is possible to optimize
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the failure of the entire system, divide the control time so that the moments of maximum
failure are not at the same time.

Other parameters in Table 2 represent values such as MRT (hours), which is the
mean repair time (hours), MTTR the mean time to restoration (hour), DC is the diagnostic
coverage (0%, 60%, 90%, 99%), β is the proportion of undetected faults that have a common
cause (expressed as a fraction in equations and elsewhere in percent) 2%, 10%, 20% and
β d are disorders that are detected by diagnostic tests and represent fractions that have a
common cause (1%, 5%, 10%). Ld represents λd. The Simulink environment does not allow
writing the letters of the Greek alphabet, so it is listed as Ld. The values of the probability
of failures of individual elements of the structure were provided by the technologists of the
production process based on a 15-year history of operation.

In modeling, the “fixed step” type with a numerical value of 1 is selected for the mod-
eling step, which corresponds to a real one-hour time. Figure 10 shows an output timing
diagram of the variation of the winding dryer failure rate over 5 years. The maximum
failure rate reaches 1.58 × 10−4 1/h, corresponding to SIL1.
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6. Discussion

The use of safety-critical systems in the industry carries the risk of a dangerous event,
which may be caused by an unforeseen situation, as well as the failure of the system with
possible economic, environmental consequences, or injuries to loss of life. By defining
the concept of safety-critical systems, concepts such as failure, dangerous events, etc.,
come to the fore. These concepts are relevant throughout the life cycle of safety-critical
systems, and their essence is determined by probability theory. The technical standards
for the implementation of safety-critical systems contain basic calculation procedures for
determining the probability of failure, and the basis for the calculations are statistical
parameters obtained from theoretical calculations or the analysis of data from the previous
operation of similar systems [21–24].

The calculation results then form the basis for the design and implementation of a
system, which ensures the safety of a technological process throughout its entire life cycle.

Methods for the analysis and design of software and hardware systems for the imple-
mentation of safety functions widely use various principles of theoretical mathematical
calculations, mathematical and simulation modeling [25]. These methods describe the
principles of ensuring the required level of safety at all stages of the process life cycle. To
assist with the selection of methods and means, tables are available for the various methods
according to the four safety integrity levels [10].

Possible modeling methods include:
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• Analysis of the consequences of the causes of failure [10];
• Fault tree analysis [26];
• Markov models [27,28];
• Block diagrams of reliability [29,30].

Methods designed for the analysis of hardware and software systems for the imple-
mentation of safety functions show the possibilities of using the application for specific
technological processes. These methods describe the technologies that can be used to
ensure the safe operation of the technological process. The event tree method allows you
to graphically display possible scenarios of system operation in terms of the time factor.
By building an event tree, it is possible to prove the safety of the entire system even in the
event of unwanted basic events. The fault tree method allows a graphical representation of
unreliable locations and provides an in-depth analysis of system reliability. By applying
the use of the event tree and the fault tree to a specific winder dryer process, it is possible to
optimize the failure rate of the entire system. The example given also shows the analysis of
the evaluation of the failure of safety-critical functions of a part of the technological process
of production of automotive clutches using the most used methods.

The above methods allow the development of systems for the implementation of
nonchalant-critical functions. However, they do not solve the issue of changing some
parameters of reliability during the animal cycle of the technological process. For example,
the aging of electrical components. The presented methodology for modeling the dynamics
of standard control implementation architectures allows us to optimally decompose their
servicing in time.

Figures 4 and 5 present the results of the analysis of the safety of the technological
process using the methods recommended by the standards IEC 61508-6. This standard
contains the formulas that were the basis for the analysis of the safety level of the tech-
nological process. In the structure of elements of control systems, there are elements of
continuous demand and operation with low demand. For elements with low demand, there
is an assumption that maintenance takes place periodically. After the service, this element
becomes more reliable. The level of safety decreases with operating time. This fact seriously
affects the overall reliability of the system. There is a chance of random occurrence when
several elements at the same time have the lowest reliability. Such a case is the cause of the
existence of moments when the overall reliability may fall below the permissible level. It
follows that changing the periodicity and sequence of revisions minimizes the likelihood of
failure. For optimization, it is necessary to have a time course of the change of reliability for
elements with low demand. The time course of the reliability change can be determined by
designing a process simulation using the formulas given in Table 1. The modeling scheme
in the Simulink environment contains models of elements of standard architectures for the
implementation of safety-critical functions. The configuration of the models corresponds
to Figure 5. The result of the modeling is shown in Figure 10. The figure shows that there
are times when there is a greater probability of failure. The probability arises due to the
synchronization of the maximum failures of elements with low demand. The shown effect
is the reason for the expansion of research in the field of design methods for minimizing the
failure rate of safety-critical systems. Optimization is possible by changing the periodicity
and sequence of revisions. Scientific research is important in areas where failures can be
critical, such as in aviation, nuclear power plants, etc.
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